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Chauvet swarm 5 fx manual

1 Content Table 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 For any movement and coloured effects in any case, Swarm 5 FX is a 3-in-1 LED effect light that combines red and green lasers, and green
lasers, Swarm 5 FX is a 3-in-1 LED effect light that combines red and green lasers, and green lasers, white strobe effects and RGBAW rotating derby effects in one device. Match the look of any event by creating custom looks and effects with separate color and program control. Increase control options with built-in automated, sound-
enabled programs or Master/Slave and DMX mode. Create a synchronized light show and save time by running cables and extensions by connecting multiple units. To simplify storage and transportation, Swarm 5 FX fits best inside the CHS-40 VIP speed bag. For movement and coloured effects anyway, Swarm 5 FX is a 3-in-1 LED
effect light that combines red and green lasers, white strobe effects and RGBAW rotating derby effects in one device. Match the look of any event by creating custom looks and effects with separate color and program control. Increase control options with built-in automated, sound-enabled programs or Master/Slave and DMX mode.
Create a synchronized light show and save time by running cables and extensions by connecting multiple units. To simplify storage and transportation, Swarm 5 FX fits best inside the CHS-40 VIP speed bag. 1 Content Table 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 For any movement and coloured effects in any case, Swarm 5 FX is a 3-in-1 LED effect light that combines red and green lasers, and green lasers, Swarm 5 FX is a 3-in-1 LED effect light that combines red and green lasers, and green lasers, white strobe effects and
RGBAW rotating derby effects in one device. Match the look of any event by creating custom looks and effects with separate color and program control. Increase control options with built-in automated, sound-enabled programs or Master/Slave and DMX mode. Create a synchronized light show and save time by running cables and
extensions by connecting multiple units. To simplify storage and transportation, Swarm 5 FX fits best inside the CHS-40 VIP speed bag. This website or its third-party tools use cookies, which are necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the objectives illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your
consent to all or part of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. fermant cette banniére, en faisant défiler cette page, in cliquant sur un lien ou en continuant ' naviguer autrement, vous acceptez l'utilisation de cookies. Swarm 5 FX is a 3-in-1 multi-effect LED that combines red and green laser effect, white strobe effect and
moonflower-like rotating effect of five RGBAW colors (red, green, blue, amber and white), all in one unit. Easily adapts to the needs of any event, creating custom effects with independent color controls and Program. Multiple control options, including power cable power automatic cable and audio rhythmic programs, or in DMX and
master/slave mode. Creating a synchronized light show is very easy when several units are chained together. To simplify storage and transportation, it fits perfectly into the optional CHS-40 VIP backpack. Swarm 5 FX is a 3-in-1 multi-effect LED that combines the red and green laser effect, white strobe effect and five-color RGBAW (red,
green, blue, amber and white) rotating effect (red, green, blue, amber and white). Easily adapts to the needs of any event, creating custom effects with independent color and program controls. Multiple control options, including power cable power automatic cable and audio rhythmic programs, or in DMX and master/slave mode. Creating a
synchronized light show is very easy when several units are chained together. To simplify storage and transportation, it fits perfectly into the optional CHS-40 VIP backpack. Swarm 5 FX is a 3-in-1 multi-effect LED that combines the red and green laser effect, white strobe effect and five-color RGBAW (red, green, blue, amber and white)
rotating effect (red, green, blue, amber and white). Easily adapts to the needs of any event, creating custom effects with independent color and program controls. Multiple control options, including power cable power automatic cable and audio rhythmic programs, or in DMX and master/slave mode. Creating a synchronized light show is
very easy when several units are chained together. To simplify storage and transportation, it fits perfectly into the optional CHS-40 VIP backpack. 1 content table 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 3 3 0 2 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
60 60
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